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We want to hear from you! 
Our gam/mag is full of interesting and short articles focusing on recent 
news, effectiveness in the workplace and healthy living but gam also 
wants to showcase your company and its services. We invite you to send 
us an article about you or your services to be considered for inclusion 
in our next gam/mag. This could focus on something new and exciting 
about your company or a summary article telling us all about you that 
we can share with the gam family. As you continue to get to know us 
better, gam will get to know you better. Submit your article today to 
info@gamweregood.com.

Our Mission:
We are a full service communications design company specializing in 
graphics, marketing, digital printing and mail services housed in one 
location. Partnering with medium to large clients interested in expanding 
their market share or refreshing their current efforts, our diversified 
portfolio of solutions supports our clients in achieving their goals.
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B U S I N E S S  N E W S

“Appreciation is a 
wonderful thing: 
It makes what is 
excellent in others 
belong to us as well.”

Voltaire, French 
Enlightenment 
writer and 
philosopher famous 
for his wit

How T.J. Maxx keeps it fresh

Every retail operation is different, but 
whether you sell appliances, garden tools or 
women’s clothing, one of the strategies by 

TJX might work for you.
American-based TJX is an international 

retailer with stores such as Marshalls and 
TJ Maxx, selling off-price fashion and home 
items. One of the company’s most important 
secrets, revealed by former executives of the 
company to Fortune, is making the shopping 
hunt exciting. They put real treasures in the 
treasure hunt – discounting a $1,250 Stella 
McCartney dress to just $499, for example.

Shoppers trumpet their scores on the 
Pinterest: A discounted Hermes watch 
hiding among dozens of other brands; weird 
studded Christian Louboutin heels hidden 
in racks of shoes; denim for under $20. Most 
important for the concrete and highway 
retailer, you have to come to the store to 
score the big finds.

TJX doesn’t lose money on these secret 
treasures. As a giant retailer they can buy 
low. And they don’t have to buy seconds or 
discontinued items. They say the company 
specializes in moving merchandise fast. Stores 
take delivery of a product and put it out on 
the floor the same day. The “door to floor” 
plan cuts down on the space needed for back 
room storage.

Sources say items typically go on markdown 
if the turn rate is seven weeks. The company 
never has storewide sales because they feel it 
would damage customers’ belief that they’re 
getting the lowest price possible from the 
beginning, a basic driver for the company.

Quick turns keep the merchandise fresh. 
The theory is: People love new and they 
know there are many items, but maybe just 
one dress in a particular size. That makes the 
purchase special and shoppers know it.

Free Wi-FI: Make sure  
you know the network
Most people know that free Wi-Fi can 
be patrolled by bad guys. But if you must 
use it, be sure you are not playing into 
the criminal’s trap. In any public place, 
you might see several possible Wi-Fi 
connections. Make sure one of them is 
not hosted by Harry Hacker. Ask the staff 
of the cafe or shop for the name of the 
network. Even so, you might not want to 
check your bank balance, except through 
a cellular connection.
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B U S I N E S S  N E W S

Fixing your out-of-sync body clock More companies 
offer digital temps 
insurance services

Contract workers enjoy the 
benefit of working whenever they 
choose during the day and evening, 
but such work 
lacks any safety 
net of benefits, 
wage protections 
or job security. 
Some of that may 
be changing as 
organizations 
and companies 
with hundreds of 
contractors begin 
to offer disability 
and liability 
coverage and 
work policies that 
make work more 
predictable.

Companies 
that cater to 
independent 
workers are 
making some 
benefits available but there is no clear 
definition of what is to come. The non-
profit Freelancers Union is offering 
liability and life insurance, along with 
other benefit products for its 240,000 
dues-paying members. There were 17.7 
million independent workers in the 
U.S. in 2013, says MBO Partners, Inc., 
a company that provides back-office 
services, such as billing and paying 
taxes, for the self-employed.

The big delivery service, Postmates 
Inc., relies on non-staff couriers and 
pays insurance for up to $50,000 of 
medical expenses in case of on-the-job 
accidents, according to The Wall Street 
Journal.

Business travelers are familiar with 
jet lag, the sleepy, sluggish malaise 
associated with crossing time 

zones. Most people know the cause is 
“circadian disruption,” a disorder of our 
internal timing system. What they don’t 
know is that it’s not just our brains that 
don’t understand the time in a new time 
zone, it’s also our internal organs, right 
down to the cells of our body.

Wakefulness is governed by the 
light around us, even ambient light 
from a curtain that doesn’t close or the 
brilliant, colorful light from television 
sets, computers, cell phones, and in-
flight movie screens. According to Gene 
D. Block, MD, early humans slept when 
it became dark, woke when it became 
light. Today, increased light exposure 
keeps us awake longer and alarm clocks 
interrupt our natural patterns of sleep.

Chronic disruption can lead to serious disease, including type 2 diabetes, 
various cancers, a suppressed immune system, cognitive deficits, weight gain 
and premature aging. Some of these risks are unavoidable. Industries and 
government agencies require round-the-clock operations, so there will always 
be people involved in shift work. And business flyers will continue to cross 
time zones. 

But in addition, some people should give up night-time use of brilliantly 
illuminated television sets, computers, smartphones and other devices, 
especially during sleep. Researchers say we can self-medicate by optimizing 
our exposure to light and minimizing sleep disruptions while we relax, work 
and travel. You can also turn off the TV early. The extra sleep will allow you to 
waken naturally in many cases.

Want to telecommute?
Working from home a few days a week can save auto and dry cleaning 
costs. The privilege can also result in your turning in more and better 
work without office interruptions. But you have to sell the idea. Tell your 
boss you have a quiet place to work and that you have child care if needed. 
Assure the boss that you’ll be the only one using company-provided 
equipment or supplies and that company information will remain secure. 
Detail how you intend to meet the needs of supervisors, clients and co-
workers with work that is predictable, on time and high-quality. Note that 
your supervisor will know what you are working on during each specific 
day. Be prepared to buy apps and tools you’ll need that are not supplied.
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It’s funny. I am often asked what makes my 
community bank so appealing to businesses. 
I always boil it down to one word: 

relationship. As a banker who caters to small 
business, my customers need a relationship 
with their banker. When you’re connected 
to the community, you understand the 
business and the market in which the business 
operates. 

There is no question in my mind being 
on a first-name basis with a customer 
trumps an impersonal relationship where a 
customer is merely a number. I like it when 
I go into a restaurant or coffeehouse and 
know the names of many of the patrons 
enjoying a meal or cup of joe. We visit and 
talk about happenings in town or how their 
business is doing. It’s great to be a part of 
the community. Let’s face it. We all know 
small businesses create the majority of jobs 
in the United States, 53 percent of all private 
sector jobs to be clear. Whether these are 
start-up businesses or are established, they 
depend heavily on small, local banks for 
financing. I read somewhere that although 
small and mid-sized banks control less than 
one-quarter of all bank assets in the U.S., 
they account for more than half of all small 
business lending. 

From its founding, America has thrived 
because entrepreneurs and small business 
owners have provided a flourishing middle 
class. I should hasten to add small farmers 
to this mix because of their large presence 
in western Loudoun County. I remember 
reading a report a few years ago by The 
Council on Competitiveness that said 
the United States leads all major industrial 
economies in the percent of the adult 
population engaged in entrepreneurial 
activity. That is impressive, and as one who 
lives in Loudoun County and banks small 
businesses, I can attest to the great numbers 
that flourish here.

Small business owners are often not 
given the proper attention they deserve 
as productive players in our society. Yet, I 
know of at least one community bank that 
appreciates the contribution small business 
makes to the local economy, and the promise 
these hard-working business owners hold for 
future employment, innovation and economic 
development. 

Having had my own small business 
for 23 years, I can attest to the fact that 
small business ownership is not always as 
glamorous as it’s cracked up to be. Small 
business owners are usually on call 24/7. 

B U S I N E S S  N E W S

Guest Opinion: Community business  
and community banks

“Faith is taking the 
first step even when 
you don’t see the 
whole staircase.”

Martin Luther King, 
Jr., pastor, activist, 
and leader of Civil 
Rights Movement
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Book Review: 

Humor in the workplace,
and why it belongs there

In his list of the best business books of 2014, 
Wharton professor Adam Grant, a renowned author 
and columnist, includes “The Humor Code” by Peter 
McGraw and Joel Warner.

Grant justifies his choice 
by telling why humor is an 
invaluable resource at work: 
it helps leaders defuse tension 
during a crisis, temper the 
sting of tough feedback, and 
helps employees generate 
creative ideas. The authors 
attempt to show how to 
develop the skill of gentle 
humor in the workplace and 
beyond.

Dr. Peter McGraw, founder 
of the Humor Research Lab 
at the University of Colorado 
Boulder, teamed up with journalist Joel Warner 
to search for secret behind humor. Their journey 
spanned the globe, from New York to Japan, from 
Palestine to the Amazon. They experimented with 
humor along the way and what they found sometimes 
makes the reader wince, sometimes laugh.

Reviewers at amazon.com report that in their 
search, they questioned experts, from comedians 
like Louis C.K. to rat-tickling researchers, and 
answered pressing (and not-so-pressing) questions 
such as, “What’s the secret to winning The New 
Yorker cartoon caption contest?”; “Who has the 
bigger funny bone—men or women, Democrats 
or Republicans?”; and “Is laughter really the best 
medicine?” As a final test, McGraw uses everything 
they learned to attempt stand-up – at the largest 
comedy festival in the world.

The “The Humor Code” is a revealing exploration 
of humor and its place in society and business. “The 
Humor Code: A Global Search for What Makes 
Things Funny” by Peter McGraw and Joel Warner, 256 
pages, Simon & Schuster First Edition, April 1, 2014.

One day the world is their oyster, and the next it’s about an 
economic downturn that requires rethinking the direction of 
their business in order to continue growing. Small business 
ownership is not for the faint of heart. It requires persistence, 
determination and a good banker at your side.

In general, banks of all sizes offer the same array of 
services, from online bill paying to wire transfers … you 
name it. However, fees for these services are most often 
much lower at community banks. Community banks are also 
likely to offer loans to qualified small businesses and higher 
interest rates on savings. I also know how critical it is to have 
financial advisors on which to rely. Bankers are key advisors. 
Accessibility is a must, not just during the initial transaction, 
but more important, during the lifetime of the business. 
Community bankers have personal business relationships 
with customers and have a finger on the pulse of the 
community. With this personal involvement and knowledge 
of the local business climate, small banks are more likely to 
approve loans for small business. 

In a nutshell, community banks are intimately tied to the 
lifeblood of their communities. We bankers benefit from a 
prosperous community. We contribute our time, talent and 
financial resources to causes within the community for the 
benefit of all. 

Christmas gifts: For fishermen, 
it’s all about the toys
You can forget about an experienced fisherman’s 
intuition, and about the secret locations of his fishing 
sports. Today, they are more likely to climb into their 
bass boats with a fishfinder or two, electronic gadgets 
that use GPS, sonar, and video-game-like displays to 
give them views of a river bottom. What do they see? 
It could be an underwater line of rocks shown on one 
device. There’s a good chance there are catfish swimming 
around. In shallow water, they see a patch of baitfish, 
making it a good chance that coveted largemouth bass 
are nearby. For these fisherman, it’s all about the toys. 
The great obsession that’s gripped the fishing industry 
has sparked a race among makers such as Flir Systems, 
Garmin, and Japan’s Furuno Electric. These companies 
and others are making big money on the fishfinders, but 
their attorneys are getting rich too. When features are 
too similar, they sue, says Bloomberg Businessweek.

Contributed by R. Bruce Gemmill, senior vice president at John Marshall Bank. 
Along with colleagues Paul Bice, Jim Bowman and Tony Wininger, he is devoted 
to providing the relationship small business needs, and the Loudoun County 
community deserves.
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Borrowers who wanted to update their 
kitchens or baths were sometimes 
disappointed when denied home-equity 

lines of credit and second mortgage loans.
Lenders are now reopening their coffers, 

which is good news for homeowners who 
want to begin their projects. Bank of 
America’s home-equity originations increased 
by more than 75 percent from the first quarter 
of 2013 to the first quarter of 2014.

With a home-equity credit line, borrowers 
have access to a set credit amount but only 
pay interest on the amount they borrowed. 
Interest rates are tied to the prime rate and 
vary. On a fixed rate loan, the rate is locked 
in and the borrower pays interest on the full 
amount.

Wells Fargo, the largest home-equity lender, 
had a sharp increase in equity lending in 2013 
and volumes are expected to continue to rise, 
says Brad Blackwell, executive vice president 
at Wells Fargo Home Mortgage. Both Wells 
Fargo and Bank of America will extend credit 
up to a maximum 85 percent of home value, 
which includes both primary and secondary 
mortgages. But to qualify for that percentage, it 
takes a credit score in the high 700s.

The home improvement market peaked in 
2007 but saw steep declines through 2011, 
according to a report by Remodeling Futures 
Program at Harvard. The program director 
says there’s pent-up demand.

•  When considering a line of credit watch 
for a clause that allows the lender to cut 
off access if your credit score falls.

•  Compare more than rates. Bank of 
America doesn’t pass mortgage taxes, 
closing costs or annual fees to home-
equity buyers, but other lenders do.

•  Arrange to borrow now. Contractors will 
be busier next year as remodeling activity 
increases.

Y O U R  F I N A N C E S

“There are no such 
things as limits to 
growth because there 
are no limits on the 
human capacity 
for intelligence, 
imagination and 
wonder.”

Ronald Reagan,  
40th President of  
the United States

Lenders see rise in home-equity loans

New car loans reach  
an 8-year high point 
Americans love affair with the automobile 
shows no signs of waning. In the second 
quarter, consumers took out $101 billion 
in new auto loans, the most in any three-
month period since 2006. At the same 
time, however, household debt remained 
steady, according to the Federal Reserve 
Bank of New York.
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Remodeling projects make life more 
pleasant and more beautiful. But you’re 
not likely to get your investment back 
when you sell. Lower-cost projects, like 
enhancing curb appeal, are more likely 
to pay for themselves

Other projects that 
provide a good return, 
according to The Wall 
Street Journal:

•  Replacing siding 
with fiber-cement 
panels can return 
79.3 percent of 
project cost.

•  Replacing a garage 
door recoups 75.2 
percent of costs, on 
average.

•  Master bedrooms, 
gourmet 
kitchens and 
fancy bathrooms 
generally recoup 
less than 60 
percent of their costs.

A National Association of Realtors 
survey of more than 3,900 appraisers, 
sales agents and brokers provides these 
other estimates:

•  Installing insulated vinyl windows 
earns back 71.2 percent.

•  A deck addition brings back 59.7 
percent of costs.

•  A new roof will return 56.7 percent 
of costs, while building a garage 
brings about 54.7 percent of costs at 
selling time.

•  Expensive master-suite additions 
pay off with only a 52.1 percent 
return.

Y O U R  F I N A N C E S

Remodeling?  
Here’s what returns 
the most at sale

Is a home-equity line of credit  
as good as cash?

Financial advisors say you should 
have enough cash savings to last six 
months to a year if you no longer 

have a paycheck or if some disaster 
should befall you. Cash is certainly the 
best for your rainy-day fund. But, if you 
qualify, a home-equity line of credit 
(HELOC) is a low-cost alternative, say 
the experts at CNN Money.

HELOC interest rates average about 
4.4 percent right now. For a $50,000 
line, interest you would pay on a line 
of credit that size is tax-deductible, 
which is another plus. Some HELOCs 
do carry inactivity fees and some charge 
for closing the line within three years, 
so ask about these matters. Others can 
refuse to let you take more money out 
of the line if your credit score drops significantly.

When you leave the money there for emergencies, it can be a good deal. But 
available cash can be tempting. Using some or most of it for vacations or large 
non-emergency purchases, will drain the account and could put your home at 
risk. Before plunging into a home equity line, decide if you have the financial 
self-control to use it as intended. If not, you could end up with a very small 
amount of rainy day money and another monthly bill to pay.

According to USA Today, only 8 percent of workers and 12 percent of 
retirees have $10,000 to $24,999 in savings and investments.

The most expensive men’s watches  
now have a simpler face
Classic is back as famous designers of men’s watches toss out the dials and 
widgets and go for sleek. The Wall Street Journal reports that more guys 
will be strapping clean-looking timepieces that tell time elegantly, instead 
of imitating the functions of a smartphone. Designers like Patek Philippe, 
Antea, and Slimline Automatic Watch, however, are charging $1,000 to 
$3,000 or more, for their new time pieces. Rolex has released the Cellini 
Time, a classic, three-handed, time-only watch. Powerful guys like V.P. Joe 
Biden, Chef Eric Ripert and former GE CEO Jack Welch are wearing the 
new styles. Welch’s Patek Philippe’s Calatrava cost $37,300. The Patrimony 
Platinum watch ($33,700) is the thinnest mechanical movement ever 
made. Department stores have beautiful clean-faced, watches for $100 and 
up, but they don’t have famous names.
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S T A Y I N G  W E L L

If it seems as though you’re always in a hurry, 
you’re probably eating in a hurry too, both 
at home and at a fast-food takeout. Consider 

the big bites you take when downing a huge 
hamburger, or when you eat a hot dog in just 
a few bites. And you’ll finish the French fries 
even though you don’t want them all.

To get a feeling of eating enough, your 
body relies on two factors: hormones that 
signal your stomach that you’re full, and the 
stretch receptor in your stomach that signals 
it’s full.But it takes 20 minutes for your brain 
to fully register when these two things have 
happened, according to the Journal of the 
American Dietetic Association. If you finish in 
10 minutes, you’ll probably eat more.

A study reported in the British Medical 
Journal shows that participants who reported 
eating quickly were three times more likely to 
be overweight than those who reported not 
eating quickly.

Some reasons to eat slowly:
1.  It increases meal satisfaction because you 

can focus your attention on the food. You 
can fully enjoy each bite, sensing its flavors 
and textures.

2.  Eating slowly improves digestion. Chewing 
each bite well and eating at a slower pace 
allows time for your stomach to digest food.

3.  It promotes weight control. Slower eating 
allows you to feel that you’re full. Faster 
eating does not.

4.  Chew thoroughly. Nerves in the jaw 
muscles connect to satiety areas in the 
brain, say scientists quoted in The Wall 
Street Journal.

5. Skip the TV trays. Eat at the table, enjoy.

“A mind, like a 
home, is furnished 
by its owner, so if 
one’s life is cold and 
bare he can blame 
none but himself.”

Louis L’Amour, 
author of Western, 
historical and 
science fiction novels

There’s one place where it’s good to be  
a slowpoke – the dining room table

Add up your bites,  
try for 100 bites a day
The Bite Monitor, worn on the wrist like 
a watch, counts the number of bites you 
take. The going assumption is that 100 
bites a day is ideal for men and women 
to lose weight, say researchers at South 
Carolina’s Clemson University who 
developed the device. It will be for sale 
next year for $195. “It isn’t so much what 
we eat but how we eat that matters. If 
you’re eating too fast, you’re probably not 
chewing and enjoying your food very 
much. You’re more likely to eat more,” 
says Michael Jensen, an obesity expert at 
the Mayo Clinic. Already for sale is the 
HAPfork ($99 online and in stores). It 
vibrates and flashes a red signal if bites are 
spaced at less than 10 seconds apart.
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S T A Y I N G  W E L L

Hedgehogs have been in the news lately, 
but not because the little critters are so 
cute. The Centers for Disease Control 

and Prevention say some carry a rare 
form of salmonella with cases reported 
in eight states. Forty-five percent of cases 
were in children 10 or under.

Hedge hogs make good pets, but 
owners must wash their hands frequently, 
avoid kissing them and wear gloves when 
cleaning cages.

It’s not just hedgehogs that pass 
salmonella to people. Other animals do 
too, including chickens, guinea pigs, hamsters, snakes and turtles. The 
bacteria live in their intestinal tracts and are passed through feces, 
contaminated feathers, fur and scales , says Ian Williams of the CDC’s 
National Center for Emerging and Zoonotic Infectious Diseases.

Dogs and cats can spread salmonella too, but there have been no big 
outbreaks. In July, however, the CDC reported 49 cases in 20 states 
linked to dry dog food. In any case, avoid kissing your dog or cat, and 
if you pet one frequently, wash your hands, especially when handling 
or preparing food. In people, the salmonella bacteria can bring an 
infection that causes abdominal pain, diarrhea and fever. Most people 
recover without treatment, but severe cases can lead to death. Infants, 
and the elderly are more vulnerable.

Don’t judge a pet’s health by its appearance. A pet can look healthy 
but can carry germs.

Guard against salmonella, especially if 
you have an exotic pet

When working at your computer in 
the office, it’s a good idea to take breaks. 
These yoga poses, by the Cleveland 
Clinic, are a good choice and can be 
done while sitting in your chair.

Neck rolls 
Gently drop your 
head forward and 
roll from side to 
side. The weight 
of your head will 
gently stretch your 
neck. Reported in 
USA Today, avoid 
letting your head 
drop back in order 
to protect your 
cervical spine.

Shoulder rolls  
Gently lift your 
shoulders and 
rotate them 
backwards in 
slow circular 
motions. Repeat 
a few times, 
then reverse the 
motions. This 
loosens and 
lubricates joints 
and it opens the 
chest for better 
breathing.

Yoga fan pose  
Sitting forward in your chair, gently 
move your arms behind you until you 
can hold onto the back of your chair. 
Keep your elbows there and adjust the 
height of your hands until you feel a 
good stretch in your chest, arms and 
shoulders. This pose is great to open 
the chest and improve posture and 
breathing.

Office stretches take 
away desk stiffness

Dramatic: All running helps in the long run
Researchers have found that running, no matter the duration or speed, 
will reduce your mortality risk by about 30 percent. A study published in 
the Journal of the American College of Cardiology found that people who 
run less than an hour a week have the same health benefits as people who 
run more, regardless of sex, age, body mass index, health conditions or 
smoking status. Running consistently can even balance out other things 
that raise your risk of early death, including obesity, high blood pressure 
and smoking, said Carl Lavie, a cardiologist and co-author of the study. 
“Fitness may be the strongest predictor of survival,” Lavie said. And the 
exercise benefits could be translated to other activities, such as biking 
or walking. “The study tells us that doing some exercise is clearly better 
than doing none at all,” said Clyde Yancy, a professor at the Northwestern 
University Feinberg School of Medicine as reported in USA Today.
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O F  I N T E R E S T

“I am grateful for 
all of my problems. 
After each one was 
overcome, I became 
stronger and more 
able to meet those 
that were still to 
come. I grew in all 
my difficulties.”

James Cash Penney, 
philanthropist, 
founder of the J.C. 
Penney chain

Gaming as a spectator sport: Twitch.tv

If you love gaming, or if you think you might 
like gaming, check out twitch.tv. With one 
click you can see a game being played by an 

expert or just a funny guy.
You can watch Dirty Hobo explore the 

White Glove Casino in Fallout: New Vegas, 
worrying about his virtual apparel in the 

casino and analyzing characters thoughtfully 
and criticizing the game decor. His motto: 
You can’t spell slaughter without laughter! You 
can also see Kungen play Diablo III Reaper of 
Souls, right after an ad for SIMS.

Twitch.tv, the young entry in the online 
world has just been purchased by Web giant 
and relative gray lady, Amazon. That’s a sign 
that watching gamers game has gathered a 
huge following – a billion dollar following.

Twitch provides live video streams of 
gamers and their video streams. Even though 
the site is only three years old, about 55 
million people tune in to see the live video 
feeds, making it one of the 15 most visited 
Web sites in the world, according to internet 
networking company Sandvine.

On a macro level, it is the equivalent of 
seven local kids crowding around a pinball 
machine. Twitch viewers can watch the high 
tech version of the local pinball wizard zap 
bad guys in the Call of Duty. They can also 
watch million dollar gaming tournaments and 
even chat with other viewers.

Twitch viewers tune in to improve their 
gaming skills or just review the game before 
buying. Parents might take a look at the games 
to see if they are age appropriate for their kids. 
(Watch it, some of the commentary can include 
some language bombs.) Some game streamers 
are popular just for their personalities and 
running commentary on the games.

Videos kill data;  
how to stop it
Every time you see the video with that 
cute cat on Facebook, and every time 
it plays, another minute of data dies in 
your plan. You can stop this tragedy by 
modifying your settings. In your phone 
settings, go to Facebook settings and 
look for the video options. You can stop 
auto play or force auto play to work 
only in Wi-Fi.

“about 55 million people tune in to see  
the live video feeds, making it one of  

the 15 most visited Web sites”
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Airports in the US and Canada bring 
in their furry friends

Families who missed their flights, business 
travelers waiting for connections, and 
just plain harried travelers are common 

sights at an airport. Some of them perk up or 
calm down at the sight of dogs in the PUP 
program such as the one at Los Angeles 
International Airport. The PUPs are 
accompanied by their owners and wear wide 
red vests that say “Pet me.”

At 20 airports, PUPs like Hazel, Rosalie 
and Kai, a pointer mix, a Chihuahua/terrier 
mix and a long-haired Dalmatian, draw a lot 
of attention, especially from children who are 
bored or stressed by wait times. But it’s not 
just kids who benefit, many a grouchy-looking business guy finally relaxes and 
smiles as he pets them and maybe gives them a potato chip or two.

At LAX, officials had that in mind when they started the Pets Unstressing 
Passengers, or PUP, program last year. Thirty trained dogs have been employed 
to relax and entertain stressed-out travelers. With their owners, they provide 
comfort and airport information. The disappearance of Malaysia Airlines Flight 
370 in March and the recent shoot-down of Malaysia Flight 17 have passengers 
on edge. Even when not worried about catastrophic events, they’re dealing with a 
traveling experience that has deteriorated in other ways, such as crowded planes 
and delayed flights. Other gripes include long security lines and checked bag fees.

At LAX, PUPs have to have worked with a dog therapy organization for at least a 
year, have to be at least two years old and have to be registered Therapy Dogs. They 
usually visit hospitals, schools, nursing homes and other venues before getting the 
airport gig, reports USA Today. Other airports have similar requirements. All have 
received many favorable comments about their pup therapists.

October 16 is designated Boss’s Day 
on your calendars. It stirs employee 
debate in every size of business. It’s not a 
national holiday, it’s an observance. What 
should you do about it, if anything? A 
boss is anyone who has 
a direct influence on 
your work load, annual 
evaluation, promotion, 
salary increase or career 
advancement. In small 
companies, your boss is 
usually the owner.

In 1958, Patricia Bays 
Haroski registered the 
Boss’s Day date with 
the U.S. Chamber of 
Commerce. She was an 
employee at State Farm 
in Illinois. Her boss was 
her father and it was 
his birthday! In 1962, 
the Illinois governor 
officially proclaimed the 
day, and now it’s observed nationwide and 
in several other countries.

Does your boss have several worthy 
attributes, like being approachable and 
fair-minded, considerate and honest? 
Go ahead and show/tell him or her how 
much you appreciate any guidance and 
assistance you’ve received and mention 
that you’re open to even more in the 
future. You can slip a Hallmark card into 
your boss’s mailbox and even enclose a 
gift certificate to Starbucks or maybe have 
flowers delivered to the office. But a warm 
handshake, smile and sincere word of 
thanks may earn you more kudos.

And if you’re a boss? It might be wise 
to assess whether you really warrant the 
gestures.

Boss’s Day! It’s not 
just a day to earn 
‘brownie’ points

See the popular aging rock bands at casinos
Country singer Hank Williams Jr. says most artists don’t make money 
selling music anymore. Now days all the money is in touring. With so 
many casinos opening up, there are many more places to play. KC & the 
Sunshine Band’s lead singer, 63-year-old Harry Wayne Casey is known for 
hits such as Shake Your Booty and Get Down Tonight. He likes the casino 
venues. For the over-50 demographic, those patrons are willing to pay well 
to hear them, and they’re also some of casinos’ best customers. The older 
performers are beloved reminders of their younger days. Since Congress let 
American Indian tribes open casinos in 1988 and Iowa legalized riverboat 
gambling the following year, the number of states with Las Vegas-style 
resorts has risen to 39 from two. That translates to a lot of stages, according 
to Bloomberg Businessweek.
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“ Little Miss Muffet sat on her tuffet,  
eating her curds and whey.  
Along came a spider  
and sat down beside her  
and frightened Miss Muffet away!”

Everyone has read this popular nursery 
rhyme to their children at one point. 
As most spider stories go, the spider is 

usually made out to be the creepy, crawly, 
scary creature that hides in the corners and 
preys on objects while everyone sleeps. This 
stereotype of spiders has some truth to it, 
causing three quarters of the population to 
be intimidated by spiders. Spiders are known 
as Arachnids and consist of eight legs and a 
two piece body made up of an abdomen and 
a front section. The front section contains 
multiple eyes, mouth parts and the eight legs, 
while the abdomen holds the silk-producing 
facilities of the spider.

Most people think that a spider builds a 
web for the soul purpose of capturing their 
prey. This is not true in all spiders. Some 
use their webs in courtship rituals or to 
secure their egg sacs. It is not uncommon for 
spiders of different species to share a web or 
steal each others prey.

Three of the most common spiders in 
Virginia create webs that look totally different:

The American House Spider is known for 
the classic “Halloween” web, sometimes called 
the cobweb. It creates a spooky environment 
to any house it inhibits. Their prey gets 
entangled in their web, bitten and eaten at a 
later time. This spider rarely bothers humans 
and may “play dead” if bothered.

The Banded Garden Spider builds its web 
low to the ground in gardens and tall grasses. 
They create a zig-zagged cluster of spider silk 
and hang upside down in the center, waiting 
for their prey.

The Black Widow is famous for their 
toxic venom. This “lady” needs to be shown 
respect! She tends to spin her web in places 
that are in human paths, increasing the 
likelihood of an unpleasant encounter. 
Females have the trademark red “hourglass” 
on the bottom of their round abdomen. 
Females are known to eat the male after 
mating, earning them the name “Widow.” 

“What is the 
difference between 
an obstacle and an 
opportunity? Our 
attitude toward it. 
Every opportunity 
has a difficulty, and 
every difficulty has 
an opportunity.”

J. Sidlow Baxter, 
Australian pastor 
and author of 30 
inspirational books

Spiders, they really are all creepy crawly

“Silk produced from spiders is the strongest 
material in the world. Scientists still haven’t 

been able to recreate the design . . .”
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Smart crock pot lets 
you check on dinner,
from anywhere

Rather than the high, medium and 
low crock pot settings you make in 
your kitchen, the new Smart Crock-Pot 
knows what to do and can take your 
smartphone commands no matter 
where you are.

All you have to 
do is dump the 
ingredients into 
the Smart Crock-
Pot. Tell it what 
you’re cooking 
and when you 
want dinner to be 
ready.

A change of 
plans? If you’ll be 
an hour or two 
late for dinner, 
just set the end 
time on your 
smartphone app 
for the crock pot 
and it will make 
the changes.

Some recipes 
instruct you 
to raise the cooking temperature at 
the end, or to lower it from the high 
setting half way through. You can 
do that from your car or from your 
desk. (Just as you would when making 
phone calls from your car, pull off of 
the road when doing it.)

According to The Wall Street Journal, 
internet-connected cooking is the future 
– part of the internet of things.

Most major manufacturers have a 
new smart crock pot. You’ll pay at least 
$100 more for a smart one than for a 
non-smart model.

New NFL player tracking system gives a lot of info
This year, NFL players will have two sensors embedded in their shoulder 
pads. Whether you’re watching the game on TV or from the stands, you’ll 
be able to find out how fast and far a player ran, how quickly the receiver is 
accelerating, and other stats that could change the way you and the teams 
check what’s happening on the field. Work is underway to install receivers 
in 17 NFL stadiums, each connected with cables to a hub and server that 
log player locations in real time. “It’s going to touch areas of our league 
and give us a deeper understanding of our game that we never really 
had before,” Vishal Shah, the NFL’s VP of domestic media and business 
development, told USA Today.

Their webs are irregular in shape, but strong. 
They are built on outbuildings like sheds, barns 
and garages. They are unlikely to leave their webs, 
so beware when you come across a Black Widow 
web. The venom of the female is highly poisonous 
and requires medical attention. If you suspect you 
have been bitten, try to capture the spider for proper 
identification at the doctor’s office.

Here are some fun facts about Spiders:
• All spiders have eight legs.
•  Antarctica is the only continent in the world 

where you can’t find spiders.
•  Most spiders don’t live in water, but a few do! 
•  Spiders do not have antenna, which separates them from insects
•  Only one species is a vegetarian while the rest are predators.
•  Most spiders have four sets of eyes. The pattern is different for  

each species, though.
•  A female spider can deliver up to 3000 eggs.
•  The silk produced from spiders is the strongest material in the world. 

Scientists still haven’t been able to recreate the design, even with  
all of our technology.

•  Spiders blood is light blue.
•  Spiders shed their skin, which is called molting.
• Spiders are near-sighted.
•  Spiders can only eat a liquid diet, so their venom turns their prey into liquid.
•  When a spider walks, only four of the legs touch the ground at one time.
•  Everyone has swallowed spiders in our sleep, maybe EVERY NIGHT!

So, unless you are a fan of Charlotte from “Charlottes 
Web” or prefer the haunted, cobweb look in your home, let 
PMSI help control the spider population in your home and 
keep the spiders outside, feeding on the nasty, pesky insects 
that get trapped in their webs. Check out our web at www.
mypmsi.com or call 703-723-2899 to prevent an Arach-
attack at your house!

Contributed by Patty Pierleonardi of Pest Management Services, Inc. (PMSI)
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Hardly realizing they’re doing it, 
uncountable individuals are using a 
simple activity to help them stay focused 

during long speeches, meetings or seminars. 
It helps them grasp new concepts and retain 
information so it can be accessed later.

They are doodling.
Research in neuroscience and psychology 

shows that, far from being a waste of time, 
it’s like a playing field for the brain that also 
allows them to review and improve their 
insights. The marks and drawings may be 
patterns, designs or images, landscapes or 
people. Some doodlers use words or letters 
that end up being intricately lined.

Historically, doodlers are in good 
company: Einstein, JFK, Marie Curie and 
Henry Ford were prolific doodlers. Their 
minds instinctively knew that doodling 
is deep thinking in disguise, a simple and 
accessible way of innovating.

Doodling has led to countless 
breakthroughs in science, technology, 
medicine, architecture, literature and art, say 
amazon.com reviewers. “It’s a thinking tool,” 
says Sunni Brown of Austin, Texas, author of 
“The Doodle Revolution.” One of her projects 
includes training company managers to 

translate concepts into sketches and drawings 
in order to spark ideas.

Researchers suspect doodling keeps 
the brain active by engaging its “default 
networks,” regions that maintain a baseline 
of activity in the cerebral cortex when 
outside stimuli are lacking, says the Lancet. 
One doodler draws people’s heads to help 
him pay attention during conferences. He 
remembers key points when he looks at his 
doodles.

The Wall Street Journal mentioned a student 
architect who started his habitual doodle by 
writing his signature over and over. As the 
letters became larger, he saw spaces between 
them as a revelation he could use when 
designing the school’s activity spaces.

“To be a great 
champion you must 
believe you are the 
best. If you’re not, 
pretend you are.”

Muhammad Ali, 
heavyweight boxing 
champion of the 
world

Study: Doodling helps people stay focused

Better phone pictures
You can get better pictures if you avoid 
using the zoom functions on your 
smartphone, according to popphoto.com. 
Digital zoom almost always degrades the 
photo. Better to take the wide shot and 
crop the photo instead. Also, smartphones 
love to get up close. Close shots are almost 
always good shots.
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Vintage dial phones a 
high-tech decoration

“A man’s best friend is his dog.”

This adage has been quoted for 144 
years and was made by an attorney 
arguing for a client during an appeal 

to the Missouri Supreme Court in 1869. 
The attorney, George Vest, spoke directly 
to the jury on behalf of his farmer client 
whose beloved hound, Old Drum, was 
killed by a man who’d vowed to kill 
any dog on his property. Ignoring his 
opponent’s closing argument and the 
series of lost appeals in lower court 
trials, Vest spoke about why a man’s dog 
is his most valuable asset. By the time he 
ended his heartrending speech, the jury 
and everyone in the courtroom was in tears. The defendant’s attorneys didn’t 
wait for the decision; they knew they’d lost the case.

This is George Vest’s closing argument, called “The Eulogy of the Dog.”
“Gentlemen of the jury: a man’s dog stands by him in 

prosperity, in poverty, health and sickness. He will sleep on the 
ground when the wintry winds blow if only he can be by his 
master’s side. He will kiss the hand that has no food to offer and 
lick wounds that came in an encounter with the rough world.

“He guards the sleep of his master as if he were a prince. When 
riches take wings and reputation falls to pieces, he is as constant 
in his love as the sun in its journey through the heavens. If 
fortune drives the master forth as an outcast, the faithful dog 
asks no higher privilege than to guard him against danger.

“And when death takes the master in its embrace, and his 
body is laid away in the ground, no matter if all other friends 
pursue their way, there by his graveside will the noble dog be 
found, his head between his paws, his eyes sad but open in alert 
watchfulness, faithful and true even to death.”

According to Wikipedia, Vest won the case and also won its appeal to 
the Missouri Supreme Court. A statue of the dog stands in front of the 
Warrensburg, Missouri, courthouse.

The attorney who argued for the 
nobility of a dog

They’re colorful conversation pieces, 
but more than that, they promote 
civilized chatting in a less-stressful 
way and have high fidelity so you can 
hear actual nuances in a person’s voice. 
And you can hold their barbell-shaped 
handset in place with your shoulder as 
you jot down information.

The technicolor gadgets are sturdy, 
made to last a lifetime, reconditioned 
and handsome. 
Decorators say a vintage 
phone gives a sense 
of grandeur to any 
interior, not just to 
certain periods of decor. 
New York designer, 
Jim Walrod, says “the 
phones anchor a room 
and suggest permanence. 
They’re the opposite of 
kitsch.”

What’s more, the 
person you call knows 
you can’t lie about your 
whereabouts when they 
call you on a landline.

One upper-crust buyer 
says he particularly likes 
the ‘50s-era black desk 
phone in his library. 
He also says it’s relaxing to take time to 
dial and it gives him time to organize 
his thoughts. A Manhattan interior 
designer likes the solid feeling he has 
when he holds one. He recently chose a 
tangerine-hued ‘60s rotary for a client’s 
home. He likes the ones that look like 
they came out of James Bond film.

Available at oldphones.com, the 
black wall phone is $350. Other popular 
phones include the Yellow Sculptura 
($139), orange ($109) and a 1940s green 
for $650 at Phoneco, Inc.

National School Bus Safety Week, October 20-24
The responsibility of safely transporting students to and from school is an 
important one. In addition to safely navigating through traffic and weather 
conditions, drivers have to keep their eyes on the students at all times. The 
public plays a role in safety by observing school zone signs, stopping when 
the bus stops, and patiently waiting for children to get on or off.
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The Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau thinks it will. The home mortgage 
market in the second quarter improved 

as demand increased and many banks eased 
their lending standards. Note that in August, 
the average interest rate on a 30-year fixed rate 
mortgage was 4.12 percent.

New credit scores
A change in how credit scores are tallied 

will likely make it easier for millions of 
Americans to get loans and mortgages. Fair 
Isaac Corp. has stopped including in its 
FICO credit-score calculations any record of 

a consumer failing to pay a bill if the bill has 
been paid or settled with a collection agency. 
Further, they will give less weight to unpaid 
medical bills that are with a collection agency.

These moves are the result of discussions 
with lenders and the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau (CFPB). Under the 
previous system, collections could impact 
credit scores as much as foreclosures and 
bankruptcies did. That is changing.

Promoting mortgages and loans
The changes are expected to increase 

lending, especially among borrowers who 
were shut out by high interest rates and low 
credit scores. The rules are aimed at boosting 
lending without raising credit risk. Most 
consumer infractions are small. For example, 
they are generally on time paying their bills, 
but disrupted by a medical emergency. More 
than half of all debt-collection activity on 
credit reports comes from medical bills, 
according to the Federal Reserve.

“The new rules expand banks’ ability 
to make loans to people who might not 
have qualified, and to offer lower interest 
rates to others,” said Nessa Feddis, senior 
vice president of consumer protection 
and payments at the American Bankers 
Association.

O F  I N T E R E S T

“I am only one, but I 
am one. I cannot do 
everything, but I can 
do something. And 
I will not let what I 
cannot do interfere 
with what I can do.”

Edward Everett Hale, 
editor and author of 
60 books

Will my new credit score make it  
easier for me to obtain a mortgage?

Lady Gaga may really 
surprise fans this time
The ambitious, always outrageous, Lady 
Gaga, whose name says it all, has surprised 
fans for years, but this time she has really 
done it. Lady Gaga is trading her pop 
melodies for the Great American Songbook, 
in which she pairs up with close friend 
Tony Bennett. The first song of the album, 
Anything Goes, is already on iTunes. She 
says it was so much fun because they love 
singing together, and Bennett said, in USA 
Today, the album shows “how wonderful 
she really sings.”
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Watch for those 
yellow jackets in fall

Many veterans unaware of great  
VA mortgage plans

Home shoppers are excited about buying 
and closing on their next home in time to 
decorate for the holidays. Thanksgiving 

comes first, and many hope to have everything 
ready in time for the biggest family event of 
the year, even bigger than Christmas. Because 
many family members won’t be back for 
Christmas, the new owners want their trees 
and outdoor decorations in place for the 
Thanksgiving gathering.

Housing authorities are helping to make this 
an exciting time. They agree that home prices will 
probably never be lower and interest rates are 
very favorable. Further, the increasing number of 
homes on the market offer plenty of options.

VA-guaranteed loans
If you have ever served in the Army, Air Force, Navy, Coast Guard, National 

Guard, Marines or Public Health Service Commissioned Corps, the Veterans 
Administration has very helpful offerings for mortgages. But about 68 percent 
of veterans and service members don’t know about them, says The Wall Street 
Journal. One mortgage company vice president says its loan officers across the 
country are being trained to first ask clients, “Are you a veteran?” More than 
1,500 lenders, from big banks to local credit unions, offer VA-guaranteed loans.

Now, veterans can buy more expensive homes without borrowing on jumbo 
loan terms. If a veteran borrows less than $417,000, no down payment is 
required and mortgage insurance requirements are waived. In areas where 
home prices are higher, the limit can reach $625,000 or more. If they borrow 
more, they make a down payment of 25 percent on the amount between 
$417,000 and the actual price of the home. On a $575,000 home, they make 
a down payment on $158,000. The interest rate is less than 4 percent on their 
30-year mortgage.

Yellow Jacket is the common name 
in North America for predatory 
wasps. They can be identified by their 
distinctive markings and a rapid, side to 
side flight pattern prior to landing. All 
females are capable of stinging. Despite 
the fear in humans, 
yellow jackets are 
important predators of 
pest insects.

More dangerous 
than a bee

Yellow Jackets, 
Hornets and other 
wasps don’t leave a 
stinger, which means 
they can sting multiple 
times. About 4 percent 
of the population is 
sensitive to insect stings, 
but allergic reactions 
aren’t predictable. You 
may not have a reaction 
the first few times, then 
break out in hives the next time. Insect 
repellent is designed to chase off biting 
insects like mosquitoes. They don’t 
work on bees and wasps. When dining 
outdoors keep serving dishes covered 
and garbage bags closed.

Yellow Jackets are most likely to 
sting in the fall when their natural food 
source, other insects, is less abundant, 
so they gravitate to picnics, barbecues 
and trash cans. They’re also more of a 
problem in summer because they are 
nesting and reproducing.

A Honey Bee sting injects venom into 
the victim, causing immediate pain, 
swelling, redness and itchiness for a few 
hours. An allergic response can cause 
these symptoms to last for days. The 
sting leaves a stinger which the victim 
should scrape out with a credit card.

Superstores are becoming a lot more  
human and a lot less super
Super discounter Wal-Mart said it has concluded that self-checkout 
systems actually made waits longer and customers lined up staffed 
checkouts, creating longer lines and wait times. The company will soon 
change its ways. The company has committed to staffing every one of 
its checkouts at Christmas. Wal-Mart profits have remained stagnant 
for seven straight quarters. The company believes people are heading to 
small convenience-type competitors for lower prices and fast checkout. In 
response, Wal-Mart is actually planning a group of smaller stores. Wal-
Mart says that time and convenience are important to its shoppers.
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If you miss the convenient, wind-in-your-
hair bike rides you had in years past, one of 
today’s many-featured trikes could be just 

right for you.
Nostalgic grown-ups today can choose 

from dozens of styles. The basic upright trikes 
are best for those who want leisurely rides 

around the neighborhood for pleasure, fitness 
and running errands. The Sun Traditional 
is a single speed with hand brakes for about 
$375. It comes with a vinyl coated rear basket 
and a comfortable seat. You can also order the 
three- or five-speed version for a little higher 
price. Visit SunBicycles.com.

The Electric Tricycle is a hybrid trike with 
a 450-watt electric motor as well as pedals so 
you can exercise when you want to or sit back 
and let the trike do the work. With a fully-
charged battery it runs for 18 to 25 miles. It 
costs $1,199. Visit ElecricWheelStore.com.

Recumbent trikes have pedals in front 
of you, allow you to stretch out your legs 
horizontally for easier, faster pedaling, and 
longer rides. The Terra Trike Rover has two 

of the three wheels in front. It is available in 
one-to-three speeds. It’s just 17 inches off the 
ground for easy on and off. It costs $699 to 
$999, plus $899 for the two-rider attachment 
kit. Visit terratrike.com.

For more speeds, check out the fast, fun, 
comfortable Sun EZ-TriClassic recumbent. It 
has 24 speeds, front and rear brakes, and costs 
about $975. Visit SunBicycles.com.

These units are recommended by Jim 
Miller, an advocate for older Americans, who 
writes “Savvy Senior,” a weekly information 
column syndicated in more than 400 
newspapers nationwide.

“A wise man 
will make more 
opportunities  
than he finds.”

Francis Bacon: 
English philosopher, 
statesman, scientist 
and author

Three-wheel bikes can be fun,  
convenient and fast

“Recumbent trikes have pedals in front of 
you, allow you to stretch out your legs . . .   

for easier, faster pedaling and longer rides”

Many users think their
phones are smart enough
Smartphone users today are less likely to 
trade in their phones for more advanced 
models, say analysts at UBS AG. Last 
year 68 million phone users upgraded 
their smartphones, but that was a nine 
percent decrease from the year before. 
There are two reasons for the trend. 
About 70 percent of contract subscribers 
have smartphones now so there are 
fewer customers left to upgrade to the 
new and improved devices.
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More retirees consider 
‘Golden Girls’ lifestyle

Dental implants . . . the pros and cons

Tooth loss from accidents, decay and 
gum disease is common. So common 
that by age 74, 26 percent of adults have 

lost all their teeth. Before it comes to that, 
dentures and bridgework were standard 
options. Now dental implants are a popular 
alternative. They look better, but replacing 
missing teeth is more than cosmetic.

In favor of implants
At Johns Hopkins, they explain that 

an implant is a screw or framework that 
supports a replacement tooth. Implantation 
is performed in several steps, so don’t be 
guided by TV ads that claim to implant in 
one day. First the oral surgeon anchors the 
implant to the jawbone. Three to six months later, after the screw has fused 
with the bone, a reconstructive dentist attaches a replacement tooth to a small 
metal post protruding from the implant. Unlike bridges, implants don’t rely on 
neighboring teeth for support. Unlike dentures, bone loss is usually avoided 
since the implant replaces the tooth and its roots. Success rates for implants are 
very high but are somewhat lower in smokers. And chronic conditions such as 
diabetes can delay healing.

Some other considerations
Getting dental implants is considered safe, but as with any surgery, 

complications can occur, such as bleeding, infection, and nerve, sinus or nasal 
cavity injuries. Implants aren’t susceptible to decay, but infections can still 
happen. The gum around the implant can be infected by bacteria, causing 
periodontal disease. Sometimes additional dental work is required. If the 
jawbone is weakened by osteoporosis, a bone graft may be needed, for example. 
And sometimes the sinus cavity has to be lifted if it’s enlarged and pushing into 
the area that needs a bone graft. Dental implants are expensive and not covered 
by insurance. A single implant can cost several thousand dollars. Still, implants 
are safe and reliable even for older adults, and they improve quality of life.

Having a roommate or two can 
provide companionship, mutual help 
and a boost to your retirement income. 
Tara Bahrampour of The Washington 
Post says “In this era of longer lives 
and smaller pensions, many retirees, 
especially older 
women, are 
embracing 
communal 
living.” Many 
have mortgages 
and debt to deal 
with. Younger 
Americans 
are living with 
roommates longer 
than they planned 
to, thanks to lower 
than expected 
incomes and 
student loan debt. 
They also aren’t 
saving much 
for their own 
retirement, so 
sharing expenses is a good idea.

When selecting a roommate Harriet 
Edleson of the New York Times says that, 
from a safety and security standpoint, 
background checks and references are 
essential. Organizations such as the 
National Shared Housing Resource 
Center can help. Before setting up 
financial agreements, staying together 
for a short trial period is advised. It can 
reveal hidden attitudes or situations 
that would mean he or she is not a good 
candidate.

Saving money isn’t the only benefit 
of co-habitating. They also share the 
housework. For older people who worry 
about living alone, roommates provide a 
human safety net, that someone will be 
there if they need them.

The caregiver’s touch
You may already know about the power of touch to communicate with 
those who are losing verbal skills and possibly other senses. But did you 
know that your sincerity counts? Experts at Carning.com say it seems 
that our bodies read emotions through touch with amazing specificity. A 
DePauw University psychologist asked blindfolded subjects to guess which 
of eight emotions a stranger was trying to convey simply through the use of 
touch: anger, fear, happiness, sadness, disgust, love, gratitude, or sympathy. 
The subjects understood correctly which emotion was being communicated 
between 50 to 78 percent of the time. (Pure chance would put the correct-
guess rate at 11 percent.) So hug like you mean it.
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Find the 10 things that are different between the two 
pictures above, then fax or email your answers to us and 
your submission will go into a drawing for a $50 Gift 

Certificate to Carolina Brothers, Blue Ridge Grill or Ford’s 
Fish Shack. Answers will appear in our next gam|mag 
along with the name of the certificate winner.

Fax or email your submission to 703.450.5311  
or gammag@gamweregood.com

Please include your name, phone number and/or email 
address. All entries must be submitted by October 20, 2014.

Name: _________________________________________________

Company: _____________________________________________

Phone: _________________________________________________

Email: _________________________________________________

Which certificate would you like?

❏ Carolina Brothers
❏ Blue Ridge Grill   ❏Ford’s Fish Shack

Your 10 Finds
 1. ______________________________________

 2. ______________________________________

 3. ______________________________________

 4. ______________________________________

 5. ______________________________________

 6. ______________________________________

 7. ______________________________________

 8. ______________________________________

 9. ______________________________________

10. ______________________________________

easyPuzzle Meter difficult

Find the 10 . . . and Win 50
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Ashburn
44260 Ice Rink Plaza #101 

Ashburn, VA 20147

P: 571.918.4092
F: 571.918.4096

South Riding
25031 Riding Plaza #150 

Chantilly, VA 20152

P: 703.542.7520
F: 703.542.6931

Enjoy Delicious New England 
Style Seafood!

21593 Jesse Court, Dulles, VA 20166
Ph. 703.404.8800 • Fax 703.404.2232
www.DullesGolf.com
Conveniently located 4 miles North of Dulles 
Airport  behind Sam’s Club and Walmart. 1 
block from Atlantic Blvd. & Severn Way.

Congratulations!!! To Last Issue’s Winner.

 1. Labels on books are moved and pink
 2. Books are turned
 3. Ponytail holder is bigger
 4. Socks are different colors
 5. Aisle numbers 4&3 are swapped 
 6. Aisle number 5 is upside down
 7. Carpet has more pink in it
 8. Red book on shelf is missing
 9. There is an extra green book
10. Lights are missing

Camille Muñoz of Rick Jacomis, DDS won the Find the 10.  
She chose a $50.00 Blue Ridge Grill Gift Card as her prize.
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